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The goal is to enter into homes that differ from each other in style and culture 

and to give meaning and value through charme and elegance, based on a unique 

customized project for each customer. Each project has its own needs and the 

choice of the elements that will lead to its realization needs to be coordinated 

through an organized structure. The Capital collection stands out for products 

with a strong and firm character in which forms and materials come together in 

connection to each other and adapt to a refined house model.

00.
Our Concept
Our Vision

Headquarter | Limena, Padova, Italia
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PAOLO VISCOVICH

Founder President

FEDERICO VISCOVICH

Sales Manager

ALBERTO VISCOVICH

Product Manager

PAOLA VISCOVICH

Purchase Manager

We are not influenced by industrial concepts but by artisan production 

and method: not being bound by the use of certain materials or 

technology and being able to produce in cycles that depend on our 

hands proves that we have no limit except our own mind.

Even if Capital products are sons of an artisan production process, they 

are formed and designed in an international context inspired by different 

cultures and countries, known through travelling and experiences.

01.

Atmosphera
lifestyle

design experience.
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02.
Corporate 

identity
design brand.

For us Made in Italy means designing and producing in a way recognized 

and appreciated by people all over the world, it’s the result of passion, the 

production excellence of Italian culture and the sophisticated style which is 

visible in every detail.

Each project has its own needs and the choice of the elements that will lead 

to its realization needs to be coordinated through an organized structure. The 

Capital collection stands out for products with a strong and firm character in 

which forms and materials come together in connection to each other and 

adapt to a refined house model.

PANTONE 296 C

PANTONE ORO METALLICO

www.atmospheraitaly.comwww.capitalcollection.it
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THE WAREHOUSE

6.000 MQ

THE OFFICES

700 MQ

THE COMPANY

6.700 MQ

We are not influenced by industrial concepts but by artisan production and method: not being 

bound by the use of certain materials or technology and being able to produce in cycles that depend 

on our hands proves that we have no limit except our own mind.

Even if Capital products are sons of an artisan production process, they are formed and designed in 

an international context inspired by different cultures and countries, known through travelling and 

experiences.

For us Made in Italy means designing and producing in a way recognized and appreciated by people 

all over the world, it’s the result of passion, the production excellence of Italian culture and the 

sophisticated style which is visible in every detail.

Each project has its own needs and the choice of the elements that will lead to its realization needs 

to be coordinated through an organized structure. The Capital collection stands out for products 

with a strong and firm character in which forms and materials come together in connection to each 

other and adapt to a refined house model.

03.

Atmosphera
Headquarter

work spaces.
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The continuous search for natural materials of Italian origin guarantees 

highly controlled and carefully selected products, as expression of a 

value that furniture will be enhanced through the artisan production.

Capital offers you a selection of unique and special materials and 

processes, a part of which may be found in our sample collection. 

Nevertheless, the company aims at moving forward always using new 

materials requested by customers on exclusive tailor made creations.

Wood, metal, marble, fabric and leather are our favourite materials: we 

believe that the added value, recognized worldwide as Made in Italy, 

consists in knowing how to work with these materials and combine 

them to create unique pieces. Each artifact we create has a natural 

consequence and impact on the environment: we try to ensure that 

Capital products respect the environment and do not harm those who 

manufacture them.

Handcraft
design quality

Taylor made.

04.
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Even if Capital products are sons of an artisan production process, they are formed 

and designed in an international context inspired by different cultures and countries, 

known through travelling and experiences.

For us Made in Italy means designing and producing in a way recognized and 

appreciated by people all over the world, it’s the result of passion, the production 

excellence of Italian culture and the sophisticated style which is visible in every 

detail.

An interior design project starts from a specific complex request wherein all 

functional and constructive aspects need to be assessed and coordinated.

Research and Development
Project Design

05.
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06.
Atmosphera’s

spaces
in the world

Our showroom is situated at 30 km from Venice, close to our headquarters, there is a 

space where you can see the set-up pieces of the collection but above all, like in the 

atelier of a tailor, you can see materials and creative ideas taking shape according to 

customer requirements. Therefore, it’s the place that best describes us and illustrates 

our approach to customer projects through the choice of products and materials to be 

introduced in their homes. The same concept has been applied in Moscow with a space 

dedicated to professionals of this branch, architects, interior designers and customers 

to brainstorm together in a design atmosphere.

THE WORLD OF ATMOSPHERA

DUBAI

NEW DELH I

PAR IS

BR AZZ AVILLE

LAGOS

ISTANBUL

LUANDA

P IJAD

LONDON

JEDDAH

BE IJ ING

MONTECARLO

VENICE

MOS COW

NEW YOR K

MIAMI
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MQ 110

CAPITAL AND ATMOSPHERA PRODUCTS

PRIVATE SHOWROOM
GESTITO E DIRETTO DA

NOSTRA AGENZIA PER IL TERRITORIO RUSSO

Moscow, Russia
Artplay Design Centre
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Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Private Office

GESTITO E DIRETTO DA NOSTRO
PERSONALE AUTORIZZATO
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Shenzhen - Shanghai, China
Monobrand Showroom

CAPITAL PRODUCTS

RETAIL SHOWROOM
GESTITO E DIRETTO DA NOSTRO

RIVENDITORE CINA AUTORIZZATO
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PANTONE 296 C

PANTONE ORO METALLICO

Our understanding of customized luxury is when design 

meets customer’s personality with a tailor-made product that 

belongs only to you.

A product can tell people about you, your personality, your 

taste, your ambition and life attitude. A product can be an 

invisible and silent emotion in communication with you and 

you can feel its exclusive charm.

Capital Collection makes a sensitive and luxurious products 

while creating a concept of exquisite lifestyle.

The brand
Luxury Interiors
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Audrey Armchair | Detail

Khero Service Table | Detail
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Allure Sofa | Detail

Audrey M Armchair | Detail

Precious leathers and fabrics are the main 
materials of the Allure Sofa: added value 
widely recognized all over the world is the 
Made in Italy, fundamental to grant excellent 
manufacturing and create unique pieces.
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Grand Sofa | Detail

Eclectic Coffee Table | Detail

A dynamic play of metal lines and 
undeformable polyurethane foam creates a 
contemporary and elegant atmosphere, the 

warmth of the sophisticated environment 
with luxury details is based on materials and 

nuances that inspires natural elegance.
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Elegance, sophistication, 
comfort

and preciousness

Bon Ton | Sofa

Quadro | Coffee Table

Giselle | Bookcase

Allure | Armchair
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Bon Ton | Armchair

Cookie | Coffee Table

Match | Sideboard

Montecarlo | Floor Lamp
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Diva Armchair | Detail

Prisma Dining Table | Detail
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Grand | Consolle

Diva S/B | Chair

Convivio | Dining Table

Diva C/B | Armchair
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Prisma | Sideboard

Rock T | Dining Table
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Pliè | Dining Table

Match | Sideboard
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Lincoln XL | Writing Desk

Diva Office | Office Armchair
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Tycoon XL | Writing Desk

Explorer XL | Office armchair

Musa B | Table Lamp

Office Room
Tycoon

Refined design is the result of simple shapes 
combined with care for details and wise use of 

materials.
Comfort and functionality are the most 

important requirements for a businessman’s 
life but always with elegance and luxury 

materials.
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Olimpia | Writing Desk

Giselle | Bookcase
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Master  Bedroom
Jubilee Collection

Synergy between handmade and design creates 

this room as an expression of  sophisticated and 

contemporary luxury. 
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Eden | Bed

Eden | Consolle
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Allure L | Bedroom
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Trilogy L | Bed

Trilogy | Bedside Table

Trilogy | Consolle
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PANTONE 296 C

PANTONE ORO METALLICO

The Contract Division
Reference Project

For us Made in Italy means designing and producing in a way recognized 

and appreciated by people all over the world, it’s the result of passion, the 

production excellence of Italian culture and the sophisticated style which is 

visible in every detail.

Each project has its own needs and the choice of the elements that will lead 

to its realization needs to be coordinated through an organized structure. The 

Capital collection stands out for products with a strong and firm character in 

which forms and materials come together in connection to each other and 

adapt to a refined house model.
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Contract Project
Hotel in Italy
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Private Project
Abu Dhabi Suite

A cozy and enchanting atmosphere, rich of pastel 

tones and  petroleum green, where the precious fabrics 

occupy the place of honor.

Fabrics and metals used are rigorously Made in Italy, 

just like the Know-how and advanced craftmanship that 

leads to high class finish.
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Orion | Consolle

Orion | Mirror

Vortex S | Pouf armchair
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Majestic | Bed

Datejust | Bedside Table

Luxury can be 
spoken

Taylor made.
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Private Project
Allure Collection

Allure | Armchair

Alias Q | Armchair
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Concept Project
Cannella Colour

The intence shades of orange of fabrics and leathers are 
designed to warm up all the rooms with their nuances 

and their strength .

Immerse yourself into the Capital mood through our 
concept, that can give to your home a perfect touch of 

class.
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Private Project
Venere Walk in Closet

Venere is a wardrobe system that creates 

highly customized walk-in closets, provided 

with different functional accessories which 

can be freely placed.
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Private Project
Prisma Collection

Conceiving the dining room as a princely setting 

where you always feel special. The combination 

of precious materials and the brightness of the 

details create a fairytale room, where the made 

in Italy and luxury reigns.
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INSPIRATION MOOD

Contract Project
Private Villa
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The Orion XL collection, in the dark shape of the 

night, diffuses its delicate light transforming the 

environment into a refined and intimate space.

Brightness, intimacy, seduction and dream.

Private Project
Orion Collection
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To discover the relationship with nature through direct experience and favored 

observation of environment.

To conceive the external space as the real people-oriented space, where time and 

matter blend together in a unique dimension. The endless research of innovative 

solutions explores a lot of situations, complex markets and different cultures: from the 

domestic environment to hospitality spaces, from wellness world to the care of public 

space in a professional environment. 

C O N T R A C T  P R O J E C T

R E S I D E N T I A L 

H O T E L

Y A C H T I N G

The brand
Outdoor Furniture
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Bellagio Armchair | Detail
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Dandy
Lounge Set
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Switch
Modular Sofa

Inspiration grows looking at simple things.
A white aluminium plate on a white architectural texture where make up a wide
range of modules and create the most suitable composition.
Main characters of this collection are modular sofas, servant tables tied to the
environment, lounges and good lights.
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Tango
Armchair
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Moka
Armchair

2018 - Moka v1 copia.tif
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Ludo | Rocking Chair

Ludo | Coffee Table
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Contract Project
9.ZERO Modular Sofa

9.zero is a modular combination of seats.
The 9 modular bases are easy manufacturing 
so they can be composed in different solutions 
to satisfy the different requests of space and 
functions.
The frames are made of nine slats each one is 9 cm 
made of polished and oiled Indonesian teak.
The seat and back cushions are made of drained 
foam covered by outdoor fabrics of Atmosphera 
collection.
The frames are made of nine slats each one is 9 cm 
made of polished and oiled Indonesian teak.
The seat and back cushions are made of drained 
foam covered by outdoor fabrics of Atmosphera 
collection.
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Hipster | Sofa

Hipster | Armchair
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Contract Project
FLASH Modular Sofa

2018 - Flash divano doppia.tif

2018 - Flash divano doppia.tif

Flash is a collection characterized by an hand-weaved Teflon acrylic 
thermoplastic rope, water resistant and of easy cleaning.
The material is charaterized by a “soft” appeal similar to a textile product 
and its main characteristics are the resistance to UV rays and the quick 
drying.
Available colours: white/ivory mélange with grey mélange with sandy 
filaments.
Tables top are made of natural stone in grey anthracite.
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Cosmopolitan | Sofa

Cosmopolitan | Armchair
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Contract Project
SOFT Modular Sofa

SOFT Collection is made by polyurethane 

microspheres closed in a technical fabric water-

resistant cover that allow fast dried and gave soft 

touch to the products.
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Contract Project
Twiga Collection
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Private Project
Pleasure Armchair

Summer | Dining Table
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Yacht Project
9.ZERO Modular Sofa

9.zero is a modular combination of seats.
The 9 modular bases are easy manufacturing so they can be composed in different solutions 
to satisfy the different requests of space and functions. The frames are made of nine slats each 
one is 9 cm made of polished and oiled Indonesian teak. The seat and back cushions are made 
of drained foam covered by outdoor fabrics of Atmosphera collection. The frames are made of 
nine slats each one is 9 cm made of polished and oiled Indonesian teak.
The seat and back cushions are made of drained foam covered by outdoor fabrics of 
Atmosphera collection.
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Soft | Chaise Longue
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The magnificence of the surrounding nature and the comfort of this spa facility will inspire intense sensations and 

unforgettable memories, making the wellness experience a moment of perfect relax.

To amplify this physical and mental wellbeing The Indonesian teak wood of Infinity sunbed with its honeyed and warm 

nuances is able to heat and melt even the most tense nerves.

Reference
Spa Wellness Dolomiti 
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Sunbed
Wind
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A privileged location to spend exclusive moments together.

A relaxing and elegant environment where you can enjoy an intimate and relaxed atmosphere contemplating 

extraordinary panoramic views of Garda lake and the surrounding landscape.

Reference
Villa Eden Gardone 
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Comfort,
brightness, outdoor living,
essential, excellence

Reference
Hotel Zhero Mallorca 
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Reference
Lounge Terrace Portofino 
A panoramic terrace overlooking the wonderful stretch of the Ligurian 

sea. Portus Delphini, today Portofino, is one of the most beautiful 

Italian villages in the world and also a stop-over for our contract lounge 

reference.
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Reference
Lounge Terrace Siracusa 
White aluminum structure and white textilene technical fabric. Profiles in 

massive Asian TEAK.

Minimal and clean details to highlight the essence of the product.

Reference
Lounge Terrace Roma 

The Twiga armchair weaves builds ties with the weaves of the histories 

that have crossed Rome, the cradle of Italian culture.
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Reference
Resort Capo Boi VillaSimius 
A small paradise on the southern coast of Sardinia. Beautiful location in a private bay with white sand 

and clear sea, in one of the most extraordinary natural paradises.
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Reference
Lounge Bar Terrace Slovenia 
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Reference
Resort Zhero Corfù 
Zhero Hotel is a stylish seaside hideaway for the discerning visitor to gorgeous Balearic Islands in 

Spain. Inside, bright white interiors contrast with the deep blue of the sky and sea, while clean, modern 

design and smart, detail-oriented service create an atmosphere of unparalleled serenity.
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Reference
GrandHotel Tatra Czech Republic 
An oasis of peace created with the use of sophisticated materials,

innovative techniques and fine fabrics.
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Reference
Hotel Piccolo Sant’Andrea 
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Reference
Hotel Esplanade Tergesteo 5S 
A modern architecture made up of a play of lights and shadows, natural and artificial 

mirrors that alternate in linear symmetries, confusing shapes and spaces.

Reference
Hotel Relilax Miramonti 5S 
Hotel Miramonti is an exclusive thermal centre where you can restore your body and your soul, 

lying in comfortable chaise-lounge mixing design and soft materials.
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Luxury can be
spoken
Taylor made.

Reference
Luxury Hotel Pfeiss Lana 
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Reference
Hotel Piccolo Sant’Andrea 

Sunset, emotional
charm
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Reference
Resort Villa Claudia 
A perfect holiday with perfect balance between relaxation, entertainment, nature and 

culture. Immersed in the nature of the Marche region, in the enchanting garden, you can relax 

yourself lying in peace on comfortable loungers.
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The company deals with the realizations of contract projects as well, in 

particular the furnishings of hotel facilities such as rooms and halls, both 

in Italy and abroad.

Among main references, we can name Oberoi Hotel, Falkenstainer and 

Sheraton Hotel.

Atmosphera Contract
Contract Division
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Atmosphera Contract
Last References

Boscolo Hotel Exedra, ROME

Grand Hotel Fasano

Marriot Hotel Airport Rome

Hotel Greif

Hotel Iadera

Madina Oberoi Hotel

Swisshotel Duesseldorf Neuss

Hotel Bernini

Sorat Hotel Messeturm Basel

Hotel Jagdhof

Les Meridien Hotel Lisbon

Les Meridien Hotel Minah Sehai

Boscolo Hotel New York Palace

Hotel Intercontinental Geneve

Falkensteiner Club Funimation Borik

Falkensteiner Hotel Am Schottenfeld

Falkensteiner Hotel Maria Prag

Falkensteiner Hotel Bad Leonfelden

Eurotherme Hotel Bad Schallerbach

Novotel Linate

Mancini Park Hotel Rome

Le Meridien Chia Laguna Resort and Spa

Hotel Quellenhof

Hotel Ribno

Hotel Terme Augustus

Hotel Terme Esplanade Tergesteo

Hotel Savoy Palace

Hotel Terme Cristoforo
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DESIGN PROJECT
TA ILOR MADE

SPACE TO FURNISH

SELECT  MATERIALS

F IND YOUR PRODUCT

Let’s add up an adaptable design that meets different styles and moods.

The mix of materials, fabrics and finish is today the distinguishing element of the most exclusive settings: our aim is to 

add value to outdoor areas, giving them comfort and making them recognizable.

Find your product, the one that 

meet your expectations, your 

taste.

Admire its shape, touch its forms, 

feel the sensations it conveys you. 

Select wood, leathers, marbles, 

steels, fabrics end lacquers to 

customize yours furniture and 

spaces.

Find your product, the one that meet 

your expectations, your taste. 
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Experience luxury with a Mediterranean flair on the Adriatic coast. Amazing interior 

and architectural design, breathtaking panoramic views and a wellness world in black 

& white make the Falkensteiner Hotel & Spa Iadera the best spa hotel in Croatia.

The hotel is situated right next to the sea on the Punta Skala peninsula. Surrounded by 

the turquoise blue Adriatic sea, it is surely one of the most beautiful places in Croatia. 

Falkensteiner

Hotel & Spa Iadera

Resort Punta Skala

HR-23231 Petrane - Zadar

Hote l  &  SPA  I a de ra
Zadar,  HR  * * * * *

M ain  P ro jec t
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In this page: Halls and common areas produced according to the required design. 

Lounge Chair finiture: Teak wood together with satin stainless steel details. Twiga 

Service: Aluminium frames epoxy painted for outdoors. Mat in extruded polyethylene, 

water-proof, hand woven. Special Coffee Table: Solid Asian TEAK frames, with oil finish.
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Atmosphera considera valori essenziali per lo sviluppo delle proprie 

attività aziendali il rispetto e la salvaguardia dell’ambiente, in linea con la 

normativa vigente nei vari paesi di produzione. 
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Wiese 687

6555 Kappl/Tirol

Österreich

info@zherohotelgroup.com

Ho te l  Zhero 
I s cgh l ,  Kapp l  AT  * * * * *

M ain  P ro jec t

Zhero is well famous train hotel, we are proud of that we are the appointed 

supplier for it’s furniture. The Zhero Ischgl/Kappl will take your alpine 

holiday to another level. Whoever spends time here will soon appreciate 

the benefits of the new hotspot in Paznaun Valley. With Ischgl right in the 

neighborhood, you have all the possibilities the famous “place to-be” offers, 

as well as the freedom to forego them.
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In this page: Counter reception in lacquered wooden base. Armchair and sofa: Wooden 

basement. Steel details. Undeformable polyurethane foam padding of different 

densities. Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B.
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In this page: Armchair: Wooden basement. Steel details. Undeformable polyurethane 

foam padding of different densities. Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B. Stool: 

Wooden basement. Undeformable polyurethane foam padding of different densities.

Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B. Counter bar: lacquered wooden top.
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In this page: Counter reception in lacquered wooden base; Armchair and sofa: Wooden 

basement. Steel details. Un-deformable polyurethane foam padding of different 

density; Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B.
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Armchair: Wooden basement. Steel details.

Stool: Un-deformable polyurethane foam padding;

Covering can be choose Cat. A / B.
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The 4 Star Superior hotel Belgrade designed by the star architect Boris Podrecca, 

stands out for its futuristic facade, its welcoming atmosphere and its first class hotel 

facilities.

This new city hotel is located in the vibrant business and entertainment district of 

Belgrade. Close to the city center and with a great connection to the airport, the hotel 

offers modern design, comfort, excellent service and a high level of functionality. A 

perfect place to stay whether you’re visiting the booming metropolis in the Balkans for 

business, a conference or a sightseeing trip.

Falkensteiner

Hotel Belgrade

Bulevar Mihaila Pupina 10K

RS-11000 Belgrade

Hote l  Be lg reade 
Be lg rad o ,  SRB  * * * * s
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Armchair and sofa: Wooden basement.

Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B 

Coffee Table: Steel legs. Tepered glass upper top. Marble down top.
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Armchair and sofa: Wooden basement.

Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B 

Coffee Table: Steel legs. Tepered glass upper top. Marble down top.
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Allure Bed and Bedside Table
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Contract Division
Yacht Design

Great brands - those that make the history of lifestyle and design every day - do not 

belong to the companies that manage them but to the people who love them
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DESIGN
TA ILOR MADE

YATCH #00

SELECT  THE  M ATERIALS

F IND YOUR PRODUCT

The mix of materials, fabrics and finish is today the distinguishing element of the most exclusive settings. In the 

following pictures, there are our tail-made products for the Yacht.

Find your space, the one that 

meet your expectations, your 

taste. Admire its shape, touch 

its forms, feel the sensations it 

conveys you. .

Select wood, fabrics, weaving 

fibers and glass stone to 

customize yours furniture and 

spaces.

Find your product, the one that meet 

your expectations, your taste. 
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Grand Ocean’s interior layout sleeps up to 12 guests in 7 rooms, including a master 

suite, 2 double cabins and 4 twin cabins. She is also capable of carrying up to 22 

crew onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience. Timeless styling, beautiful 

furnishings and sumptuous seating feature throughout to create an elegant and 

comfortable atmosphere.

Yacht  #01
227 f t
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In this page special project: Sofa armchair and decorative cushions: Wooden frame 

and steel details. Undeformable polyurethane foam padding of different densities. 

Coffee Table: Steel legs. Wooden or marble upper top.
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In this page: Sofa: Wooden frame and steel details. Undeformable polyurethane foam 

padding of different densities. Decorative cushions: 70x70; L 63 x H 21; L 45x H 35 in 

different fabrics. 
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In this Page: Sunbed: Teak frames epoxy painted for outdoors. Seat and back in 

technical fabric micro heat sealed Textilene white for outdoors. Adjustable backrest; 

complete with No. 2 wheels. Service Table: Solid Asian TEAK Structures, with oil finish, 

details in brushed steel finish.
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The new 55m superyacht is a custom-built yacht with 6 staterooms, featuring 2 king 

master suites (located on the main deck) and a VIP king guest suite below. Unique 

elements of the Newcastle 5500 superyacht include an infinity pool on the split level

sundeck and a raised veranda on the main aft deck of the alfresco dining area.

Yacht  #02
1 77 f t  /55m
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In this page: Legend Dining Table: Solid Asian TEAK frames, with oil finish; 

details in brushed steel. Steel disc diam. 32 cm. Rarity armchair: 304 steel 

structure, details in solid Asian TEAK. Seat and back are covered in

technical fabric for outdoor use. Fusion Service Table: Structure in solid 

Asian TEAK, with 304 steel base. 9.Zero Set: 9.zero is a modular seating 

system. The easy-to-build material of these 9 basic modules allows the 

realization of a large number of compositions to meet the various

requirements of space and functionality.
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Grand Ocean’s interior layout sleeps up to 12 guests in 7 rooms, including a master

suite, 2 double cabins and 4 twin cabins. She is also capable of carrying up to 22

crews onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience. Timeless styling, beautiful

furnishing and sumptuous seating feature throughout to create an elegant 

andcomfortable atmosphere.

Yacht  #03  
262 .47 f t  /80m
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In this page: Passion armchair: Wooden basement. Un-deformable polyurethane foam 

padding of different densities. Covering can be choose cat. A | cat. B. Kori sofa:

Wooden basement. Un-deformable polyurethane foam padding of different densities.
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Chakra’s interior layout sleeps up to 40 guests in 21 rooms, including 2 master suites,

15 double cabins, 2 twin cabins and 2 single cabins. She is also capable of carrying

up to 43 crew onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience. Timeless styling,

beautiful furnishings and sumptuous seating feature throughout to create an elegant

and comfortable atmosphere.

Yacht  #04 
41 .0 f t  /86m
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In this page: Twiga armchair, Twiga Service Table and Globe armchair: Aluminium

frames epoxy painted for outdoors. Mat in extruded polyethylene, water-proof, hand

woven. Washable, light, soft, recyclable, resistant to water, salt, UV rays, snow and 

inclement weather.

20

A DECK / AFT EXTERNAL SEATING
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A DECK / AFT EXTERNAL SEATING

18

A DECK / AFT EXTERNAL SEATING
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ADV Press

www.atmospheraitaly.com
www.capitalcol lection. it

// AD Architectural Digest

// Salon Russia

// Elle Decor Italia

// Marie Claire Maison Italia

// IFDM

// ddn

Social Media

www.atmospheraitaly.com
www.capitalcol lection. it

// Archiproducts

// Architonic

// 360 RU

// 

// 

Exhibitions

www.atmospheraitaly.com
www.capitalcol lection. it

// Salone del Mobile. Milano

// iSaloniWorldwide. Moscow

// iSaloniWorldwide. Shanghai

// Maison Objet. Parigi

// Yacht Festival. Cannes

// NavigaMI. Milano
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ATMOSPHERA SRL
Via Cesare Battisti 68

35010 Limena, Padova, ITALY

T. +39 049 8657045

F. +39 049 8846984

Outdoor Collection

www.atmospheraitaly.com

info@atmospheraitaly.com

Follow Us on 

Capital Italian Exclusive Interiors

www.capitalcollection.it

info@capitalcollection.it

Follow Us on

C O M P A N Y  C O N T A C T S



Via Cesare Battisti, 68 - 35010 Limena (Padova) - ITALIA

Tel. +39 049 86 57 045 | Fax. +39 049 88 46 984

www.capitalcollection.it - info@capitalcollection.it

www.atmospheraitaly.com - info@atmospheraitaly.com

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
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